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Figure 1 & 2: Combined Poster and schedule of the Lecture Series

The Department of English at the Centre for Distance and Online Education, Rabindra
Bharati University organised a one-month-long special lecture series on Modernism, called
‘Modernism 1922/2022: Hundred Years and Beyond’ from 7th December 2022 to 11th
January 2023 (poster above). This special lecture series, conceived and executed by Rishiraj
Pal and Aritra Basu (Assistant Professors at the Department of English, CDOE RBU), was
arranged to commemorate the hundred years of 1922, often referred to as the peak of
modernism as it saw the publication of T. S. Eliot’s The Wasteland, James Joyce’s Ulysses,
Virginia Woolf’s Jacob’s Room, and many other seminal modernist texts. This series was
conducted in both online and offline modes, where twelve speakers from various universities
of India and other countries shared their ideas, thoughts, and views on Modernism.
The Convenors of these lectures were Rishiraj Pal and Aritra Basu, Assistant Professors
of English, CDOE, Rabindra Bharati University, with the consistent support and appreciation
from the Director of CDOE, RBU, Professor Ashis Kumar Das.



Figure 3: A combined photo with all 12 posters of the individual talks

The first lecture of the series was on 7th December 2022, held online. Professor Sam Slote,
professor, School of Trinity College, Dublin spoke on ‘The Truth in Interpreting Ulysses’
(photo below)



.
Figure 4: Snippets from the talk by Professor Sam Slote

Professor Slote in his talk analyses how Joyce has represented a real and historical Dublin of
1904, yet has often drawn attention toward the fictive and mendacious aspects of
representation. Through this, he introspects the actual status and reality of the characters and
places in Ulysses.

On 9th December 2022, the second
lecture of the series was held, also in
online mode. Dr. Arka Chattopadhyay,
Assistant Professor, Department of
Humanities and Social Sciences,
IIT-Gandhinagar, presented his lecture
on ‘Literary Modernism and Scientific
Modernity’ (photo on the right-hand
side). Dr. Chattopadhyay discusses the
interface of literature and science in
20th-century Europe. In his talk, he
addresses the question- how positive is
the inclination of literature to become
scientific or does modernism criticise
scientific rationality?



The third lecture and the first offline lecture of the series was on 12th December 2022, where
Dr. Asijit Datta, Assistant Professor (II), Department of English, Kalinga Institute of
Industrial Technology, Bhubaneswar, gave his talk on ‘New Waves in Old Seas Or How to
Experience Modern Sense, Essence, Existence’. Dr. Datta analyses whether Modernism has
become a vanishing mediator between the essential human and technical (post)human. He
also talks about the relevance of the different philosophies that emerged during the modernist
crisis. In the picture given below, the convenors of the lecture series are seen presenting Dr
Datta with a certificate on behalf of CDOE, RBU.

Figure 6 and 7: Dr Asijit Datta receiving his certificate from Aritra Basu and Rishiraj Pal, and
the Vote of Thanks for the day

Dr. Pinaki De, Graphic
Designer and Associate
Professor, Department
of English, Raja Peary
Mohan College, was the
speaker of the fourth
lecture, which took
place on 14th December
2022, in the RBU
CDOE campus (photo
on the right-hand side).
His lecture was on
‘Auteurs and the

Curious Object D’Art: Deciphering the Dust Jackets of Modernist “Classics”’. Dr. De
discusses a different perspective of studying modernist texts by analysing the afterlives of the
book covers of the printed texts. He talks on the book cover art of Ulysses by Henri Matisse
and Vanessa Bell.



Figure 9: Dr Pinaki De’s lecture

The next offline lecture
was on 17th December
2022. Dr. Saurav
Dasthakur, Associate
Professor, Department of
English, Visva-Bharati,
Santiniketan presented
his talk on ‘“He Do the
Police in Different
Voices”: Modernism,
The Problems of
Identity and The
Wasteland’ (photo on the
left-hand side). Dr.
Dasthakur speaks on the

discourse of identity and authorship that started emerging during the 20th century in Europe.
He reflects on the cause of the growing notion of intertextuality and the montage technique of
writing.

The sixth lecture of the session was again online, where Dr. Dipanjan Maitra, Marion L.
Brittain Postdoctoral Fellow, School of Literature, Media and Communication, Georgia



Institute of Technology, Atlanta, spoke on ‘Global Modernism and Publicity: The
Promotional Methods of James Joyce and Nancy Cunard’. In his talk, Dr. Maitra explores
the role of self-produced publicity in modernist cultural production. In doing so, he examines
the different promotional methods undertaken by Joyce for his Ulysses and Nancy Cunard for
her cause- The Scottsboro Boys Trial of 1931-1934. In the screenshot below, one can see one
of the many stunning frames Dr Maitra shared with us.

Figure 11: A Snippet from Dr Maitra’s presentation

The next offline session held on
20th December 2022, had two
speakers. In the first half, Dr.
Argha Kumar Banerjee, Dean of
Arts and Associate Professor,
Department of English, St
Xavier’s College, Kolkata
(picture on the left-hand side),
gave his talk on ‘Of
Propaganda, Dissent and
Literary Experimentation:
Modernism, The Great War
and British Periodicals’. Dr.
Banerjee presents a
historiographic account of
various British periodicals and

dailies and examines their role in shaping the modernist movement during the first World
War. In the course of this discussion, he talks about multiple well-known as well as little



lesser-known poets and writers of this time, focusing on how poetry was used as a form of
therapy in Cariglockhart War Hospital.

The second half of the session was taken up by Prof. Amrit Sen, Professor, Department of
English, Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan. His speech was on ‘“Objective Correlatives: Reading
Guernica Through Eliot’s Critical Texts’ (photo below). He analyses Picasso's Guernica by
drawing a relation between the painting and key critical terms of Eliot like “objective
correlative”, “individual talent” and others. He uses the study of the painting to reflect upon
the concepts of impersonality and experimentation in the major modernist texts. Professor
Sen’s delicate, yet steadfast movements across the stage showed the audience how their
attention span was just another tool that a good speaker uses in order to embellish their
presentation.

Figure 13: Professor Amrit Sen showing the nuances of Guernica

On 5th January 2023, the eighth
and the last offline session took
place. This session too was
graced by two speakers- Professor
Abhijit Gupta, Professor,
Department of English, Jadavpur
University (photo on the
right-hand side) and Dr. Brinda
Bose, Associate Professor, Centre
for English Studies, Jawaharlal
Nehru University. Professor
Gupta talked on ‘Paris by Hope
Mirrlees: Modernism’s Lost
Masterpiece’. He discusses a



600-line-long poem Paris which is as well deserved to be called Modernism’s masterpiece as
Eliot’s The Wasteland. He not only talks about the mood and structure of this poem, which
was handset by Virginia Woolf but also draws connection between Woolf and Mirrlees’s
works.

In the next half of the
session, Dr. Brinda Bose
presented her talk on
‘Modernism on the Edge’
(photo on the left). She
explicitly discusses
various aesthetic and
cultural events and
occurrences during the
high modernist time of the
1920s and interprets the
possibilities of alternative
modernism. She talks
about the discourse of

comprehending the constantly shape-shifting, unstable, yet connected aesthetics of modern
arts. Dr Bose showed us how, as readers of literature, minute details often go unnoticed, and
that it is the job of the onlooker to find out the lacunae that may have been left behind by the
previous generation. The picture below shows another moment of her talk, along with a
Geo-tag.

Figure 16: Dr Brinda Bose enticing the audience with her inimitable grace



The penultimate session of 10th January 2023 was online. Dr. Cleo Hanaway-Oakley,
Lecturer in Liberal Arts and English, University of Bristol, UK spoke on ‘“Seems to See
With His Fingers”: Ulysses and Blindness’ (photo on the left-hand side). Her talk analyses
the representation of visual impairment and other non-normative ways of seeing in Ulysses.
In talking about the relationship between blindness in the present day and Ulysses, she
discusses how the reading of this multisensory seminal text of Joyce through one’s fingers
and ears affects the preconceived notion of this text.

Figure 17: Dr Cleo Hanaway-Oakley delivers her talk

This month-long series on Modernism came to an end on 11th January 2023 with its tenth
and last online lecture by Prof. Jonathan Goldman, Professor, Department of English, New
York Institute of Technology. Prof. Goldman spoke on ‘The Modernist Super-Individual:
Personality, Celebrity, Brand Names’. He addresses the effects of Modernism on the
cultural ideas of who a person is through different works of Oscar Wild, and Arthur Conan
Doyle. In connection with that, he discusses certain concepts like personality, character, and
publicity.



Figure 18: A snapshot from Professor Goldman’s lecture

This whole lecture series was no less than a celebration- a celebration of Modernism, a
celebration of literature and culture. Both the convenors, Rishiraj Pal and Aritra Basu,
Assistant professors of English, CDOE, Rabindra Bharati University successfully conducted
all the lectures. Faculty members from various reputed institutions and students from all
corners of the state (and country) flocked together to witness this series in person. On most of
the days, the Zoom calls for the online lectures would be a full-house, and the remaining
participants joine the talk via a Facebook Live. The videos of the lectures are also being
shared on YouTube with the prior permission of the speakers. The audience also interacted
with the speakers throughout the talks, some instances of which can be seen in the pictures
below. Rightly described by Dr. Arka Chattopadhyay of IIT Gandhinagar as a “flagship”, this
was truly a unique attempt that not only acknowledged the greatness of the high modernist
works but also provided a wonderful platform for newer ideas to be discussed and shared.



Figure 19: Audience interaction

The organisers shared a feedback form link with all the registered participants via email. The
responses were outrightly positive, with some of the data being shown in the image below.
Six aspects of the lecture series were given as the parameters of feedback in the form, and for
all of them, more than ninety percent of the participants gave the lecture a 4 or a 5 out of 5.
These aspects were impact, organisation, time management, scholarship, communication and
significance. This lecture series received a wide popularity among academics across the
world, with the last offline lecture being mentioned in Anandabazar Patrika (05.01.2023).

Figure 20: Feedback charts


